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Fast Slot Planning Using
Constraint-Based Local Search

Dario Pacino and Rune Møller Jensen

Abstract Due to the economic importance of stowage planning, there recently has
been an increasing interest in developing optimization algorithms for this problem.
We have developed a 2-phase approach that in most cases can generate near
optimal stowage plans within a few 100 s for large deep-sea vessels. This paper
describes the constraint-based local search algorithm used in the second phase of
this approach where individual containers are assigned to slots in each bay section.
The algorithm can solve this problem in an average of 0.18 s per bay, corre-
sponding to a runtime of 20 s for the entire vessel. The algorithm has been
validated on a benchmark suite of 133 industrial instances for which 86 % of the
instances were solved to optimality.

Keywords Container � Stowage � Constraint � Local search � Slot planning �
Optimization � Heuristic � Transportation

1 Introduction

Cost efficient and reliable container shipping is essential to today’s global supply
chains. In liner shipping, container vessels sail on a fixed route like a city bus.
Once a vessel reaches a terminal, loading and unloading operations are performed
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by quay cranes. A key objective is to reduce time at port, and since the number of
quay cranes available is fixed by contract, the main instrument for a liner shipper
to reduce the vessel’s port stay is to devise a time efficient stowage plan.

Stowage plans define where export containers should be stowed on the vessel. Such
plans are, however, hard to produce in practice. First, they are made under time
pressure by human stowage coordinators just hours before the vessel calls the port.
Second, deep-sea vessels are large and often require thousands of container moves in a
port. Third, complex interactions between low-level stacking rules and high-level
stress limits and stability requirements make it difficult to minimize the makespan of
cranes and, at the same time, avoid that containers block each other (overstowage).
Finally, according to our industrial partner, runtimes of more than 10 min are
impractical, since stowage coordinators possiblyneed to run several forecast scenarios.

A 2-phase hierarchical decomposition for stowage planning optimization is
presented in Pacino et al. [16]. As depicted in Fig. 1, first the multi-port master
planning phase distributes container groups into locations (subsections of the vessel)
along the ship satisfying stress and stability requirements. Second, the slot planning
phase solves the assignment problem of each location according to the master plan,
thus generating a complete stowage plan. This method is able to generate phase-wise
optimal stowage plans for 75 % of the tested instances in less than 400 s.

This chapter is a revised version of the work presented in Pacino and Jensen
[15], and describes the Constraint Based Local Search (CBLS) algorithm that is
used as a heuristic fallback of an exact Constraint Programming (CP) model [8, 9]
to solve the slot planning phase. Slot planning first attempts to solve the instance
with the CP model optimally within 1 s, should it fail (or should the instance be
infeasible), the CBLS algorithm presented in this chapter is used to find high-
quality solutions heuristically and can also handle infeasibilities by rolling out
containers. A slot planning instance must be solved for each location in a vessel.
Container vessels consist of up to 100 locations, and since master planing his-
torically has been time consuming, we aim at solving each individual slot planning
instance within 1 s in order to achieve total runtimes of less than 10 min as needed
by the industry. We have evaluated the CBLS algorithm experimentally using 133
real instances provided by our industrial partner. We compare our results with the
CP model presented in [9]. Each instance is solved in an average of 0.18 s. Thus, if
only using the CBLS algorithm for slot planning, the total time needed for the slot
planning phase is less than 20 s in average.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
problem. Section 3 introduces related work. Section 4 presents the approach taken.
Sections 5 and 6 present the experiments and draw conclusions.

2 Background and Problem Statement

A liner shipping vessel is a ship that transports box formed containers on a fixed,
cyclical route. Containers typically have a width of 8’, a length of either 20’ or 40’
and are 8.6’ high. There exists, however, longer containers such as 45’ and 50’, and
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higher 40’ containers (called high-cubes) that are 1 foot taller. Some containers are
refrigerated (reefers) and require access to special power plugs. Other special types
of containers are pallet-wide containers, where a standard European pallet can be
stored, and IMO containers, which are used to store dangerous goods. In addition,
there are out-of-gauge (OOG) containers with cargo sticking out in the top or at the
side (e.g., a yacht) and non-containerized break-bulk like wind turbine blades.

The cargo space of a vessel is composed of a number of bays, which are a
collection of container stacks along the length of the ship. Each bay is divided into
an on-deck and below-deck part by a hatch cover, which is a flat, watertight
structure that prevents the vessel from taking in water. An overview of a vessel
layout is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 also shows how each stack is composed of two Twenty foot
Equivalent Unit (TEU) stacks and one Forty foot Equivalent Unit (FEU) stack,
which hold vertically arranged cells indexed by tiers. The TEU stack cells are
composed of two slots, which are the physical positioning of a 20’ container. The
aft slot toward the stern and the fore slot toward the bow of the vessel. Some of
the cells have access to power plugs.

The loading and unloading of containers is carried out by quay cranes that can
access containers on top of the stacks. The primary objective of stowage planning
is to minimize port stay. An important secondary objective is to generate stowage
plans that are robust to changes in the cargo forecast.

When a set of containers to stow in a bay has been decided, the positioning of
those containers has limited interference with containers in other bays. For this
reason, it is natural to divide the constraints and objectives of the stowage planning
problem into high-level inter bay constraints and objectives and low-level intra
bay constraints and objectives.

High-level constraints mainly consider the stability of the vessel as defined by its
trim, metacentric height, and stress moments such as shear, bending and torsion.

Fig. 2 The arrangement of bays in a small container vessel
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Fig. 1 Hierarchical decomposition of stowage planning into master and slot planning
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In addition, the weight and volume capacity limits as well as capacity limits of the
different container types must be satisfied. High-level objectives include the mini-
mization of the crane makespan and of the overstowage between on and below deck.

Since this chapter focuses on slot planning, we describe the low-level con-
straints and objectives in more details. Low-level constraints are mainly stacking
rules. Containers must be stowed, forming stacks, taking into consideration that
two 20’ containers cannot be stowed on top of a 40’ container. Each stack has a
maximum allowed height and weight which cannot be exceeded. Each cell can
have restrictions regarding what kind of containers it can hold. Some cells can be,
for example, reserved for only 40’ containers. Reefer containers require power and
can only be stowed in cells with access to special power plugs. Dangerous goods
(IMO containers) must be stowed following predefined security patterns, while
OOG containers can only be stowed where sufficient space is available. On deck,
special rules also apply due to the use of lashing rods. On deck container weight
must decrease with stack height. Wind also imposes special stacking patterns on
deck, and line of sight rules restrict the stack heights. Low-level objectives reflect
rules of thumb from stowage coordinators in order to produce stowage plans that
are robust to changes in forecasted demands. The objectives include maximizing
the number of empty stacks, clustering of containers’ discharge port in stacks,
minimizing the number of reefer slots used for non-reefer containers, and
minimizing overstowage between containers in the same stack.

Taking all industrial constraints and objectives into account is desirable,
however, it makes an academic study of the problem impractical. To that end, we
have defined a representative problem with our industrial partner where the
number of constraints and objectives is reduced, but the structural complexity is
kept. Here we give a formal definition of this representative problem using the
Integer Programming (IP) model given in Delgado et al. [9]. Given a set of stacks
S and the sets of tiers per stacks Ts of the locations for slot planning, we indicate a
cell by a pair of indexes s 2 S and t 2 Ts. Let xstc 2 f0; 1g be a decision variable
indicating if the cells indexed by s 2 S and t 2 Ts contains the container c 2 C,
where C is the set of all containers to be stowed in the location.

1
2

X

c2C20

xsðt�1Þc þ
X

c2C40

xsðt�1Þc �
X

c2C40

xstc� 0 8s 2 S; t 2 Ts ð1Þ

X

c2C20

xsðt�1Þc þ
X

c2C40

xstc� 1 8s 2 S; t 2 Ts ð2Þ

1
2

X

c2C20

xstc þ
X

c2C40

xstc� 1 8s 2 S; t 2 Ts ð3Þ

xstc ¼ 1 8ðs; t; cÞ 2 P ð4Þ
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X

s2S

X

t2T

xstc ¼ 1 8c 2 C ð5Þ

X

c02C20

xstc0 � 2xstc� 0 8s 2 S; t 2 Ts; c 2 C20
ð6Þ

X

c2C

Rcxstc �Rst � 0 8s 2 S; t 2 Ts ð7Þ

X

t2Ts

X

c2C

Wcxstc�Ws 8s 2 S ð8Þ

X

t2Ts

� 1
2

X

c2C20

Hcxstc þ
X

c2C40

Hcxstc

�
�Hs 8s 2 S ð9Þ

Xt�1

t0¼1

Xd�1

d0¼2

X

c2C

Acd0xst0c � 2ðt � 1Þdstd � 0 8s 2 S; t 2 Ts; d 2 D ð10Þ

Acdxstc þ dstd � oc� 1 8s 2 S; t 2 Ts; c 2 C ð11Þ

es � xstc� 0 8s 2 S; t 2 Ts; c 2 C ð12Þ

psd � Acdxstc� 0 8s 2 S; t 2 T ; d 2 D; c 2 C ð13Þ

Constraints (1) and (2), where C20 � C and C40 � C are respectively the set of
20’ and 40’ containers, forces containers to form valid stacks where 20’ containers
cannot be stowed on top of 40’ onces. Constraint (3) ensures that either 20’ or 40’
containers can be stowed in a cell, but not both at the same time. The set P of
containers already onboard is composed of triples ðs; t; cÞ indicating that container
c 2 C is stowed in stack s 2 S and tier t 2 Ts. Constraint (4) forces those con-
tainers to their preassigned cell. Cells holding 20’ containers must be synchro-
nized, meaning that they cannot hold only one 20’ container. Such constraints are
handled by inequality (6). Constraint (7), where Rc 2 f0; 1g indicates if container
c 2 C is a reefer container, and Rst holds the reefer capacity of a cell, enforcing the
capacity of reefer cells. Given Wc as the weight of container c 2 C, constraint (8)
limits the weight of a stack s 2 S to not exceed the maximum weight Ws.
Similarly, the height limit is enforced by constraint (9), where Hc indicates the
height of container c 2 C and Hs is the maximum height of stack s 2 S. Constraint
(10) defines the indicator variable dstd which indicates if a container below the cell
in s 2 S and t 2 Ts is to be unloaded before port d 2 D, where D is the set of
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discharge ports. The constant Acd 2 f0; 1g indicates if container c 2 C must be
discharged at port d 2 D. Constraint (11) then uses the dstd variable to count
overstowage into the variable oc. The number of non-empty stacks is stored in the
variable es via the constraint (12). The number of discharge ports used within a
stack is then calculated into the variable psd in constraint (13). An optimal solution
to slot planning minimizes the following objective:

CO
X

c2C

oc þ CP
X

s2S

X

d2D

psd þ CS
X

s2S

es

þ CR
X

s2S

X

t2Ts

�
Rst

X

c2C40

xstcð1� RcÞ þ
X

c2C20

xstcð
1
2
Rst � RcÞ

� ð14Þ

where the cost weights CO; CC; CS and CR represent the priority given by the
stowage coordinators to each objective: overstowage, the number of different
discharge ports in a stack, the number of non-empty stacks and the number of
reefer cells used by non-reefer container.

3 Literature Survey

The number of publications on stowage planning has grown substantially within
the last few years. Contributions can be divided into two main categories: single-
phase and multi-phase approaches. Multi-phase approaches decompose the prob-
lem hierarchically. 2-phase [12, 16, 20, 22] and 3-phase approaches [1, 21] are
currently the most successful in terms of model accuracy and scalability. Single-
phase approaches represent the stowage planning problem (or parts of it) in a
single optimization model. Approaches applied include IP [3, 6, 11, 13], CP [2, 8],
GA [7, 10], placement heuristics [4], 3D-packing [18], simulation [5], and case-
based methods [14]. Slot planning models and algorithms in the work above,
however, either do not solve sufficiently representative versions of the problem or
lack experimental evaluation. In Delgado et al. [8, 9] a CP approach is used to
solve the representative problem described in this chapter. The CP model was
shown to greatly outperform both the IP model given in this chapter and a column
generation approach.

4 Solution Approach

As mentioned in Sect. 1, slot planning is part of a larger decomposition approach.
Since high-level constraints and objectives are already solved during the master
planning phase, our hypothesis is that the generated slot planning instances are
under-constrained, and as such, high-quality solutions can be efficiently found using
heuristic methods. We thus propose a placement heuristic that relaxes a subset of
the constraints. Feasible solutions are then found and improved using CBLS.
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4.1 Constraint Based Local Search (CBLS)

CBLS is an architecture for combinatorial local search algorithms based on
constraint satisfaction concepts. The constraint satisfaction part of a combinatorial
optimization problem is transformed into an optimization problem where the
objective is to minimize constraint violations.

At the core of the architecture we find the concept of invariants or one-way
constraints. Invariants are represented by incremental variables which express a
relationship that must be maintained once a new assignment is made to the
decision variables. Consider for example v ¼

Pn
i¼1 xi, where xi is a decision

variable and v is an incremental variable. The variable v is an invariant, and each
time a variable xi assumes a new value, v must be updated accordingly.

Once invariants are available it is natural to create compound objects that
maintain properties incrementally. Examples of those are constraints and objec-
tives maintaining properties such as satisfiability, violations and the contribution
of each variable to the violation. In order to incrementally maintain the system, it
is enough to implement an incremental algorithm for the basic invariants based on
the neighborhood operator of choice. These objects can now be used to define
formal models of combinatorial problems, and their properties (such as violations)
can be used to define search strategies.

We refer the reader to Van Hentenryck and Michel [19] for a in-depth
description of the architecture and the concepts behind CBLS.

4.2 A Logic Based Model

Given the set P 2 f1; 2g where 1 ¼ Aft and 2 ¼ Fore, we propose a logic based
model where we define the decision variable xstp 2 C [ f?g to be the assignment
of container c 2 C to the slot in stack s 2 S, tier t 2 Ts and position p 2 P, or the
empty assignment ?:

8s 2 S; t 2 Ts ::f ðxst1Þ ^ f ðxst2Þ ) ?ðxst1Þð Þ
8s 2 S; t 2 Ts n f1g; p 2 P ::?ðxstpÞ )

ð15Þ

�
tðxsðt�1Þ1Þ ^ tðxsðt�1Þ2Þ

�
_ f ðxsðt�1Þ1Þ ð16Þ

8s 2 S; t 2 Ts n fNT
s g; p 2 P : f ðxst1Þ ) :tðxsðtþ1ÞpÞ ð17Þ

8c 2 C : jfxstp¼c j s 2 S; t 2 Ts; p 2 Pgj ¼ 1 ð18Þ

8c 2 CP : xsctCPc ¼ c ð19Þ
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8s 2 S; t 2 Ts; p 2 P : rðxstpÞ ^ tðxstpÞ ) Rstp ð20Þ

8s 2 S; t 2 Ts : rðxst1Þ ^ f ðxst1Þ ) Rst1 _ Rst2 ð21Þ

8s 2 S :
X

t2Ts

wðxst1Þ þ wðxst2Þð Þ�Ws ð22Þ

8s 2 S :
X

t2Ts

maxðhðxst1Þ; hðxst2ÞÞ�Hs: ð23Þ

The assignment convention for the 40’ containers is maintained by constraint
(15), where f ðcÞ indicates if container c 2 C [ f?g is a 40’ container and ?ðcÞ
indicates it is an empty assignment (c ¼ ?). Physical support from below is
guaranteed to all containers via constraint (16), where tðcÞ is true if container
c 2 C [ f?g is a 20’ container. Stacking rules between 20’ and 40’ containers are
modelled by constraint (17), where NT

s is the index of the top tier in stack s 2 S.
Each container is assigned to exactly one slot (18). Given a set of release con-
tainers CP constraint (19) ensures the original assignment (sc; tc; pc) is maintained.
Reefer slots are indicated with the constant Rstp ¼ true, and 20’ reefer containers
are forced to be stowed in those slots by constraint (20), while (21) ensures that 40’
reefer containers are stowed in cells where either one of the two slots has a power-
plug. Reefer containers are identified by the function rðcÞ. Stacks weights and
heights are maintained within limits by constraints (22) and (23), where wðcÞ and
hðcÞ are respectively the weight and height of container c 2 C [ f?g.

An optimal solution to a slot planning problem optimizes the following
weighted sum:

min COoos þ CCops þ CSous þ CRour ð24Þ

which is composed by the following objective components:

oos ¼
X

s2S

X

t2Ts

X

p2P
ostp ð25Þ

our ¼
X

s2S

X

t2Ts

X

p2P
urstp ð26Þ

ops ¼
X

s2S

fdðxstpÞ j t 2 Ts; p 2 P;:?ðxstpÞg
�� �� ð27Þ

ous ¼
X

s2S

uss ð28Þ
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In (25) one unit cost is counted for each container that is overstowing another one
below in the stack, where ostp defines whether a container c 2 C in stack s 2 S, tier
t 2 Ts and slot position p 2 P overstows another container in the stack. Thus, ostp ¼
1 if :?ðxstpÞ and there exists a tier t0 2 fts; . . .; t � 1g below t with an overstowed
container dðxst0pÞ\dðxstpÞ (dðcÞ returns the discharge port of container c), otherwise
ostp ¼ 0. Objective (26) counts one unit cost for each misused reefer slot, where
urstp ¼ 1 if Rstp and f ðxst1Þ ^ :rðxst1Þ _ tðxstpÞ ^ :rðxstpÞ

� �
, and 0 otherwise.

Notice that a 40’ non-reefer container will add a unit cost for each reefer slot it
covers. In order to favor stacks stowing containers with the same port of destination,
one unit cost is counted for each discharge port present in the stack (27). In order to
minimize the number of used stacks, one unit cost for each stack used is counted by
(28), where uss ¼ 1 if there exists a t 2 Ts and p 2 P such that :?ðxstpÞ, and 0
otherwise.

The algorithm uses a neighborhood generated by swapping containers. A swap
is an exchange of some containers between a pair of cells. Formally, a swap c is a
pair of tuples c ¼ ðhs; t; ci; hs0; t0; c0iÞ where the containers c in the cell at stack s
and tier t exchange positions with the containers c0 in the cell at stack s0 and tier t0.
The sets c and c0 can contain at most two containers.

The constraints of the model are defined in terms of violations. Violations are
numerical evaluations of how far the current solution is from satisfying the con-
straint under consideration. Once a constraint has no violation it is considered
satisfied, thus a solution where all constraint have no violations is a feasible
solution. Let pstp be the value of the decision variables for assignment p. Taking
constraint (1) as an example, the violations for a single slot can be defined as

vp
stp ¼

Pt�1
t0¼0 :ðtðpstp ¼) :f ðpst0AftÞÞ. For simplicity we consider boolean variables

as f0; 1g and allow arithmetic operations over them. The total violation for con-
straint (1) is thus defined as

P
s2S

P
t2T

P
p2P vp

stp. Violations are also used during
the search as heuristic guidance, as it will soon be shown in the description of the
search algorithm.

Objectives are also defined in terms of violations like the constraints. A solution
minimizing objective violations is optimizing the objective function. Violations
for the overstowage objective (11) are, for example, defined for each slot
as op

stp ¼ 9t0 2 f0; . . .; t � 1g; p0 2 P: dspðpistpÞ[ dspðpst0p0 Þ where dspðcÞ indi-
cates the discharge port of container c. Thus, the total number of overstowing
containers is

P
s2S

P
t2T

P
p2P op

stp. Other constraints and objectives are defined in
a similar fashion. A comprehensive definition is found in Pacino and Jensen [17].

4.3 Search Strategy

Constraint satisfaction and objective optimization tend to drive the search in
opposite directions, ultimately generating a poor heuristic. For this reason we
decided to split the main search into a feasibility and optimality phase. We start
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with a greedy initial solution, generated by relaxing the stack height and weight
constraint. Containers are then stowed using the lexicographical order
ðreefers � discharge port � 20’ containerÞ, designed to optimize the objective
function. Containers that cannot be stowed, due to the constraints, are then
sequentially stowed at the end of the procedure. This placement heuristic produces
high quality search states that are slightly infeasible. Such states become the input
of the feasibility phase where only the violation of the constraints are minimized.
Feasible solutions are then passed to the optimality phase which will now only
consider feasible neighborhoods and optimize the objective function. Both the
feasibility and optimality phases use a min/max heuristic where swaps are chosen
by selecting a slot with the maximum number of violations and swapping it with a
slot producing the minimum violations (in other words, the most improving swap).
This is how violations become the essential building blocks of the search heuristic.

Consider the following algorithm:

The placement heuristic is used in line 1 to generate and initial solution p.
Lines 2–10 are the implementation of the feasibility phase. While the constraints
are not satisfied (line 2), we perform swaps (line 6) selecting the most violated slot
(line 4) and the most improving slot (line 5). If the swap generates a non improving
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(but not worse) state, we accept the state as a side move. Side moves are allowed
only after a number of failed improving moves.

Lines 11–19 are the implementation of the optimality phase. With p now being a
feasible solution, we perform feasible swaps (line 12) so long as an objective
improvement can be generated. Similarly to the feasibility phase, lines 13–15 select
the most violating and most improving slots. The selection, however, is limited to
feasible swaps (swaps that do not generate any violations on the constraints).
Should the swap generate a non-improving solution, a limited number of side
moves are allowed where solutions are chosen using tie-breaking rules (line 18).
For the overstowage objective (11) tie-breaking is defined as the number of
containers overstowed by each container, which will make the algorithm choose a
solutions a container that only overstows a single container rather that many
containers over one. For the non-empty stack objective (12) the tie is broken by the
number of containers in the stack, so that the search rather swaps containers that are
in almost empty stacks. The clustering objective (13) calculates the tie-breaker by
summing the quadratic product of the number of containers with the same discharge
port, which will favor those stacks that have the most containers with the same
discharge port.

4.4 Incremental Computations

In order to efficiently compute and evaluate the neighborhoods, we designed
incremental calculations for each constraint and objective. Incremental calcula-
tions (or delta evaluations) allow the algorithm to evaluate and apply swaps effi-
ciently without having to recompute all of the constraint and objective violations.
A delta evaluation is based on a simple construction/destruction principle, where
the violations of the original assignment are first removed from the total violation,
are then reinserted according to the new assignment. A delta evaluation can be
made volatile, and thus only be used as an evaluation, or be made persistent if the
change has to be applied to the solution.

Consider a single 20’ to 20’ swap c ¼ ðhs; t; ci; hs0; t0; c0iÞ between two distinct
stacks for the overstowage objective. Starting from stack s we first remove the
known violations of container c. Then we look at all the containers stowed above
it, removing one violation for each of the ones that only overstow container c. Now
all the violations connected to container c are removed. Swapping c with c0, we
now have to do an opposite operation, where we add 1 violation to all container
that only overstow c0 in stack s at tier t and 1 violation if c0 is overstowing any
container below it. The same operation is then performed on the other stack s0

where c and c0 exchange roles. It is easy to show that given the correct data
structures such operations can be performed linearly with the size of the tiers.
More details and formal definitions for all incremental evaluations can be found in
Pacino and Jensen [17].
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5 Computational Results

The algorithm has been implemented in C++ and all experiments have been
conducted on a Linux system with 8 Gb RAM and 2 Opteron quad core 1.7 GHz
CPUs, each with 2Mb of cache. The slot planning instances have been derived
from real stowage plans used by our industrial collaborator for deep-sea vessels.
We use test data set of 133 instances, including locations between 6 TEUs and 220
TEUs. Table 1 gives a summarized overview of these instances. Notice that many
instances only have one discharge port. This is a feature of the instances generated
after a multi-port master planning phase, thus it reflects the actual problem we are
facing. We report average results over ten runs per instance where parallel random
restarts of the algorithm are used to achieve more robust results. The experimental
results on the test data set, shown in Table 2a, show the percentage of solutions
solved within a specific optimality gap (optimal solutions have been generated
using the CP algorithm described in Delgado et al. [9]). It is easy to see that only
few instances diverge from near optimality and that in 86 % of the cases the
algorithm actually reached the optimal solution.

Studying the algorithm performance closer, we were able to gain some insight
on the quality of the different phases. The heuristic placement does not take the
height and weight constraint into account, leaving space for improvements.
However Table 2c, d show that the solution found by the heuristic placement is not
far from being feasible in most of the cases. This is supported by the fact that often
feasibility is reached within 20 iterations and that 61 % of the time, the objective
value is not compromised. The quality of the objective value of the first feasible
solution is also optimal in 74 % of the cases (Table 2b), suggesting that the
heuristic placement procedure is performing well. These results also support our
hypothesis that slot planning instances generated by the master planning phase are
under-constrained.

Table 1 Test set characteristics

Class 40’ 20’ Reefer HC DSP [ 1 Inst.

1
p

6
2

p
18

3
p p

4
4

p p
42

5
p p p

27
6

p p p
8

7
p p p p

7
8

p p p
7

9
p p p p

10
10

p p p p
2

11
p p p p p

2

The first column is an instance class ID. Column 2, 3, 4, and 5 indicate whether 40-foot, 20-foot,
reefer, and high-cube containers are present. Column 6 indicates whether more than one dis-
charge port is present. Finally, column 7 is the number of instances of the class
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The average runtime of the instances is 0.18 s, with a worst case of 0.65 s.
Figure 3a shows the runtime of the algorithm as a function of the size of the
instance measured in TEUs. As depicted, the execution time scales well with the
instance size. Figure 3b compares the execution time between our algorithm and
the exact CP approach used for generating optimal solutions.

As depicted, the CP approach is highly competitive within the set of instances
that it can solve in 1 s. However, our approach can solve the problematic instances
for CP fast as well. This result indicates that the under-constrained nature of the
problem might force exact methods to spend an excessive amount of time proving
optimality. A pragmatic solution would be to execute the two approaches in

Table 2 Algorithm analysis

Opt. gapa Opt. gap (feas.)b Feas. iter.c Feas. worsed

Gap. (%) Freq. (%) Gap. (%) Freq. (%) It. � (%) Obj (%) (%)

0 86 0 74 0 29 �20 2
1 2 5 6 5 23 �10 2
2 2 10 2 10 18 �5 4
3 2 15 5 15 8 0 61
4 1 20 3 20 6 5 8
10 1 25 3 25 3 10 2
15 4 35 3 30 6 20 7
20 1 40 1 35 1 [ 20 15
30 2 [ 100 3 40 2

45 2
50 1
65 2

aCost gap between returned solution and optimal solution
bCost gap between first feasible solution and optimal solution
cNumber of iterations needed to find the first feasible solution
d Worsening of the cost of the heuristic placement when searching for the first feasible solution

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 a Execution time as a function of instance size measured in TEUs. b Execution time
comparison between our algorithm and the complete constraint programming approach used to
generate optimal solutions
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parallel and rely on the optimal CP solution for the locations where it can be
generated fast.

6 Conclusion

We have developed a representative slot planning model together with a major
liner shipping company and implemented a CBLS algorithm. Our experimental
results show that these problems are easy in practice even though the general
problem is NP-Complete. Our work shows that when these problems are
combinatorially hard in practice, the main challenge is to distribute containers to
locations in vessel bays rather than assigning them to individual slots in these bays.
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